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ABSTRACT 

Deliverable D5.2 gives a technical overview of the OLYMPUS framework. This 

overview may be used by architects, and to some degree developers, wishing 

to integrate the OLYMPUS framework into some application. The framework is 

still under development and the deliverable offers an intermediate view of the 

implementation; hence some descriptions are fairly abstract and are only ideas 

as to how certain integrations may be done. The deliverable gives a description 

of how the framework can be integrated with other related technologies, how to 

integrate as a server and client application and gives a description of how the 

framework is used by the two use cases described in deliverable D 6.1. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In order to ease integration of the OLYMPUS framework for external 

developers, this deliverable gives a technical description of how the OLYMPUS 

framework may be integrated with applications. Since the framework is still 

under development, this deliverable does not form a complete documentation of 

the framework, but rather gives a description of the current state and how it is 

planned to be implemented. Certain parts will give technical descriptions of 

implemented code, where other parts will give descriptions of how other 

components are planned to be designed and implemented.  

In addition to this deliverable, the deliverable D3.3 may be referred for a high-

level description of the architecture and D4.1 may be referred for details 

regarding the cryptographic protocols used. For concrete details regarding the 

implemented code, the JavaDoc documentation of the framework may be 

referenced. 

The deliverable is structured as follows: 

Section 2 gives a high-level description of how the framework may be integrated 

with applications and how the framework can be used to implement Identity 

providers in established authentication systems such as OAuth or SAML. 

Section 3 focuses on the IdP server part of the framework. The section 

describes how the framework may be deployed, how to interact with existing 

persistent storage and how HSM support can be achieved. 

Section 4 focuses on the client part of the framework. The section describes 

how the API may be used by client applications, such as smartphone apps, and 

discusses how the framework may be deployed in a trusted environment to 

simulate a traditional IdP. 

Section 5 describes how the two use cases have integrated with the framework. 

Section 6 concludes the deliverable. 

 

2. HIGHLEVEL DESCRIPTION 

The OLYMPUS framework is implemented as a Java projects, built using 

Maven, i.e. the command 'mvn install' will download the required dependencies, 

compile the code, run a test suite and produce a Java Jar file. The project can 

be split into two segments: A client Java library segment and a server 

component segment. The server segment may be used as a Java library for a 

custom server application or deployed directly as a self-contained REST-based 

server.  
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The client library exposes a few basic methods (such as createUser(username, 

password) and authenticate(username, password, assertions)) for client 

applications. These calls are then translated into appropriate protocol messages 

and transmitted to the vIdP servers and a client understandable output is 

returned to the client application. Hence the business logic of the client can be 

completely oblivious regarding how the cryptographic protocols are executed in 

order to authenticate the user. Note that the different protocols may yield 

different tokens as output, hence the client cannot be completely oblivious as to 

what is produced by the protocols. The OLYMPUS framework currently 

supports two protocols, with a third still being developed. The three protocols 

are: 

1. A traditional password verification scheme, where the password is sent 

to a single server and compared to a stored (salted and hashed) 

password. If the verification succeeds, a JWT token is generated and 

returned to the client.  

2. A distributed scheme based on PESTO, where a protocol is executed 

between the client and minimum 2 distinct servers. It consists of two 

conceptual steps; Distributed Password Verification (DPV) and 

Distributed Token Generation (DTG). In PESTO, if the DPV passes, a 

distributed RSA signature on user attributes is the result of the DTG. This 

allows the client to combine the result into a JWT token consisting of its 

attributes and a combined RSA signature. 

3. A scheme based on distributed pABC, where the DPV from PESTO is 

used to verify the identity of a user towards a minimum of 2 distinct 

servers. However, instead of constructing a distributed RSA signature as 

a result, the servers construct a short-lived distributed pABC for the 

client. The client can then combine these to construct a regular pABC 

which can be used to issue tokens based on its attributes. 

The server component can either be deployed as a self-contained webserver, 

as a servlet or be used as a library for a custom server application. It contains a 

set of protocol endpoints, matching the protocols supported by the client, i.e. 

traditional password verification, PESTO and, in the future, pABC credentials. 

In addition to executing the cryptographic protocol, the server component has 

two additional responsibilities independent of the protocols: 

1. Manage stored user attributes. This can be handled purely using the 

supported authentication protocols, but may also be supplemented by 

interacting with some existing database solution or other resources 

external to the vIdP instance. 

2. Validating user claims, i.e. Identity proofing. In order to attach attributes 

to a user account, the correctness of these attributes must be validated. 

Since identity proofs may have many forms, this is done in a modular 

fashion, allowing different vIdPs to support different types of identity 

proofs such as X.509 certificates, JWT tokens or custom eID tokens. 
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These two responsibilities are encapsulated into modules, allowing for easier 

integration with the concrete application. In the case of managing user 

attributes, this minimally involves integration with some database for 

persistence, but may also involve interaction with some external data source.  

Regarding the validation of user claims, this will vary depending on the concrete 

scenario and a wide range of validation methods should be supported. This 

functionality will be implemented using an IdProofer interface. This allows the 

rest of the application to be oblivious regarding the type of identity proof. 

The Java projects are built using Maven, hence running the command 'mvn 

install' will build the project and run the included unit tests. 

 

3. INTEGRATION WITH EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES 

As there are multiple existing technologies related to authentication, it is 

relevant to note how these functions and how the OLYMPUS solution can be 

used in connection with these. In order to ensure a broad adaptation of the work 

done in OLYMPUS, the effort required by the Identity and Service providers to 

support OLYMPUS should be minimized. If the framework can fit into existing 

ecosystems, it is likely that the service providers will not have to make any 

changes to their implementations at all, hence the technology will only have to 

be adapted by the IdPs and to some extent the end users. Note that there is no 

guarantee that all OLYMPUS supported cryptographic protocols can be used in 

these settings. For instance, it is currently unclear how (and even if) PABC 

tokens can be used to generate tokens acceptable by OIDC. Similarly, it is 

possible that future privacy preserving techniques may allow signing of generic 

JWT, but not JWT conforming to the requirements of OIDC.  

3.1. OAUTH 
One of the most common technologies for web-based authorization is OAuth 

2.0 [4]. The objective of OAuth 2.0 is to allow a resource owner (the user) to 

grant some service provider access to a protected resource without exposing 

the user’s credentials (primarily passwords) to the service provider. The 

abstract flow of OAuth 2.0 can be found in Figure 1. OAuth 2.0 is designed to 

work specifically with the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and works with a 

number of different grant type flows. Of these grant types, the implicit and 

authorization code flows are of primary concern in relation to OLYMPUS. In 

both cases, the flow can be summarized as follows: 

1. A user wishes to gain access to some service (e.g. Spotify). This service 

(Client) requires the user to prove it's identity (which is done by having 

the service provider contact a restricted resource), and redirects the user 

to a IdP service(able to authorize access to the resource). This link 

contains (amongst others) some id for the service provider and a call-
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back URL, to where the user should be sent after the authorization is 

achieved and what operation to authorize. 

2. The client follows the link to the IdP, authenticates and authorises the 

operation requested. the IdP produces some token (depending on the 

grant type). This token is returned to the service provider.  

3. In case of the authorization code flow, the service provider contacts the 

IdP and authenticates using the provided token. 

4. The IdP generates a proper access token which is returned to the service 

provider. 

5. The service provider can now utilize the access token to gain access to 

the restricted resource.   

 

 

 

Figure 1 The abstract OAuth flow 

For the OLYMPUS framework to be compatible with the above sketched 

workflow, the main challenge lies with linking to the IdP. As the OLYMPUS vIdP 

consists of multiple individual servers, the link must include all of these. 

Furthermore, the client must perform a cryptographic protocol, hence simply 

having a standard browser follow the URL will not suffice. On the positive side, 

the OLYMPUS vIdP is flexible enough to produce a wide range of tokens, 

hence once the linking problem is solved, the complete flow can be 

implemented using an OLYMPUS vIdP. Note that in order to support the 

authorization code grant flow, the issued token is only temporary and the 

Service Provider must contact the vIdP and exchange the temporary token to a 

proper access token. While possible, this will require the Service Provider to 
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combine the distributed signatures to a combined access token. This requires 

additional functionality from the Service Provider application and will likely 

hinder adaptation. Furthermore, we note that the authorization code flow will 

also make it more challenging to avoid traceability from a user to a service 

provider by an IdP. 

One potential solution to the problem of multiple servers representing the 

OLYMPUS vIdP, would be to write an OLYMPUS client that runs locally on the 

client machine, depicted in Figure 2. This client application would then expose a 

local OAuth IdP REST interface, i.e. provide functionality similar to that of a 

traditional IdP. In this case, the service provider would generate a redirect URL 

to the client’s localhost, the client browser would follow the redirect and 

communicate with the local OLYMPUS application. In this way, the OLYMPUS 

based protocols would be oblivious for the user. 

The downside of the sketched solution is that the client machine must have 

software installed. This requirement can be removed in various ways, by having 

the software run on some trusted server or hosting a JavaScript application, and 

having the service provider link to this. Both of these solutions do however 

introduce a single-point-of-trust, as either the user credentials (password) must 

leave the client machine or the user must trust the JavaScript delivered by the 

server. Hence, while this solution is not entirely as secure as the previous 

solution, this solution could be usable in an enterprise setting, where the 

OLYMPUS client/OAuth IdP could be hosted within some trusted perimeter. 

Note that the OAuth specification, does not specify the format of the access 

tokens or the validation process. This is completely decided by the involved 

parties, hence any of the OLYMPUS supported protocols can be used for 

generic OAuth. 

 

Figure 2 The OLYMPUS client acting as a proxy OAuth IdP 
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3.2. OpenID Connect and JWT 
OpenID Connect (OIDC) [5] is built on top of OAuth 2.0 implicit grant flow and is 

used for user authentication rather than authorization. Rather than having the 

IdP authorize the user’s access to some resource, OIDC uses the IdP to 

authenticate the user and lets the Service Provider handle the authorization.  

In addition to building on OAuth, OIDC also relies on JSON Web Tokens (JWT) 

[7] for representing the identity of the user. JWT is a lightweight encoding of a 

set of claims, which supports both signatures and encryption. A JWT token 

consists of a header describing the encryption or signature algorithms used, a 

JSON data payload and a signature. This is Base64 URL encoded to be easily 

sent using HTTP(s). 

OIDC follows the basic flows of OAuth, but specifies how the access token sent 

from the IdP should be formatted and what it should contain, i.e. rather than 

being some arbitrary unique value, it must now be a JWT token containing a 

number of specific fields. The following JSON is a sample of a JWT token 

issued by "vidp.olympus.eu", to the service provider "service-provider-1" 

attesting the username attribute "alice": 

{   

   "sub":"alice", 

   "iss":"https://vidp.olympus.eu", 

   "aud":"service-provider-1", 

   "auth_time":1311280969, 

   "iat":1311280970, 

   "exp":1311281970 

} 

 

In addition to the "sub" (username) attribute, OIDC specifies a series of 

standard user attributes such as "email", "name", "given_name", "family_name", 

"birthdate", etc.  

Since the OIDC builds on OAuth, the challenges (and solutions) for the 

OLYMPUS framework are identical to those of OAuth. Since OLYMPUS 

(particularly the PESTO protocol) provides a generic signature scheme, it is 

easy to provide distributed RSA signatures on JWT tokens and recombining 

these. In fact, JWT is the default output of the PESTO protocol implementation 

in OLYMPUS. 

 

3.3. SAML 
In addition to OAuth, the other major authentication framework is SAML 

(Security Assertion Markup Language) [6]. Similar to OAuth and OIDC, it is a 

framework for authentication and authorisation between an identity provider and 

a service provider. It is based on XML and used (amongst others) for Web-
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based applications, where it offers Single-Sign On (SSO) functionality, i.e. using 

a single login, a user may access a set of web applications. 

The SAML framework is large and can accommodate a number of different 

scenarios. A common scenario is the "Web Browser SSO Profile", where a 

user, wishes to access a resource located at a Service Provider. The flow is 

roughly as follows: 

1. A user agent (e.g., user browser) requests a resource from the service 

provider. 

2. The service provider generates a SAMLRequest and redirects the user 

agent to the SSO service at the IdP. 

3. The user agent follows the redirect and provides the SAMLRequest to 

the IdP. 

4. The user now authenticates with the IdP. 

5. The IdP validates the SAMLRequest and builds and signs a 

SAMLResponse. The SAMLResponse is embedded in an XHTML form 

which is presented to the user agent. 

6. The user agent processes the XHTML, then sends (using HTTP POST) 

the SAMLResponse to the Service Provider. 

7. The Service provider validates the SAMLResponse and if successful, 

redirects the user agent to the resource requested in step 1. 

The abstract flow is identical to the OAuth implicit grant flow described in 

Section 4.1. Hence, a similar solution can be used when integrating with SAML, 

i.e. Figure 2. In addition to this challenge, another challenge regarding SAML is 

the complexity of the mark-up language itself; While OAuth and OIDC are fairly 

simple and lightweight, SAML requires a lot of processing outside of what is in 

scope of the OLYMPUS project. While there are COTS solutions for handling 

SAML, these are not intended to be modified or their cryptographic components 

replaced. Therefore, support for SAML will require custom XML handling, 

assertion verification, etc. which is not related to the core problems addressed 

by the project, namely cryptographic protocols focused on password handling 

and signatures. 

 

3.4. FIDO,  WebAuthn and CTAP 
YubiCo [8] and their YubiKey solution has been addressing the problem of 

passwords for some time. Their approach involves the use of a secure 

authenticator for second factor authentication. This work has resulted in the 

forming of the FIDO alliance and the development of the FIDO2 framework, 

consisting of the WebAuthn [9] and CTAP protocols [10]. These protocols allow 

for, respectively, a ServiceProvider to access a user authenticator using 

JavaScript and the user's browser to access the physical authentication device. 

Since these protocols do not involve an IdP and are solving the password 

problem in a completely different fashion, the work done in OLYMPUS does not 

relate to these protocols. 
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3.5. W3C Verifiable Credentials  
Recently W3C has been working on a specification for credentials to be used 

within the W3C domain. This work has been focused on building a data model 

on top of JSON and JWT. Based on the work done by the working group so far, 

the PESTO protocol inherently supports this specification, as it is "just" a matter 

of building the proper JSON to sign. The introduction of the "domain" and 

"challenge" attributes as part of a linked proof, might further make it possible for 

future improvements to the PESTO protocol to improve privacy by reducing 

linkability: To prevent a malicious relying party from reusing a valid JWT with 

another relying party in the OIDC scenario, the JWT contains an "aud" attribute 

describing the intended audience of the token. This attribute must be known by 

the IdP, making it impossible to make an unlinkable IdP solution OIDC 

compliant. While not thoroughly investigated, it is possible that the W3C 

Verifiable Credentials specification might make it possible for IdPs to make 

unlinkable verifiable credentials. 

In the case of PABCs, the presentation token derived from the credential that 

the client sends to the verifier could be created following the W3C specification. 

In particular, the “Verifiable presentation” type and the “credentialSubject” (for 

including the revealed attributes and relational operations) and “proof” (for the 

ZK proof) fields would be useful for this integration.  

 

4. SERVER-SIDE INTEGRATION 

While an OLYMPUS based client is oblivious with regard to the cryptographic 

protocols used; this is not the case for the vIdP server. Due to the modular 

approach of the OLYMPUS architecture, an OLYMPUS vIdP consists of a 

number of components that must be configured during initialization in order to 

achieve the intended functionality. Depending on the concrete application, the 

vIdP will consist of an AuthenticationHandler and a TokenGenerator. In order 

for these two components two function, the vIdP will also require a storage 

component for persisting data, a cryptographic component (preferably in an 

HSM (Hardware Security Module) or alternatively a software based solution) 

and one or more IdentityProofing components.  

Once the vIdP is properly configured and instantiated, it's functionality must be 

exposed to the client. How this can be done is explained in Section 4.3. 

Note that server implementation of PESTO currently relies on a secure key 

distribution assumption, i.e. someone must securely generate and distribute 

private keys to each vIdP server. There are algorithms for doing this [11], 

however these are not currently implemented in OLYMPUS. 

In addition to the PESTO integration, the server contains the appropriate 

modules to work with distributed pABC technologies. These modules include 
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the implementation of the underlying cryptography based on Pointcheval-

Sanders (PS) multi-signatures introduced in D4.1. 

More specifically, the implementation of d-pABC introduces interfaces for setup, 

key generation, key aggregation, signing, combining signatures, verification and 

zero-knowledge proofs support. Unlike PESTO, the implementation of d-pABC 

does not need a key distribution phase, but the necessary parameters (like 

number of servers or set of attribute names) have to be setup in all IdPs.  

 

4.1. Persisting data 
When an vIdP must store data such as user attributes or public keys, a storage 

interface is used. For testing purposes, a simple in-memory implementation of 

the interface can be used, however this will erase all data when the server is 

restarted and is therefore not suitable for use beyond basic testing. 

In order to persist data, a proper database should be used. This may currently 

be done by making an implementation of the relevant storage interfaces, e.g. 

PestoDatabase if the cryptographic protocol is based on PESTO. Note that the 

storage implementation might have to implement multiple interfaces in order to 

allow for multiple components to store data. This may especially be relevant 

with different Identity proofing components. 

For example, the pABC component needs access to the database to carry out 

its task. However, the only actual functionality it needs (and should use) is the 

retrieval of the attributes of a specific user to generate a credential from them. 

In this case, the “best” way to access the database would be through an 

interface that contemplates precisely that functionality. 

The implemented components are oblivious to the storage type; hence the 

interface implementation should handle all responsibilities regarding the 

database handling, e.g. opening/closing the connection, error handling, etc.  

While currently not implemented, it is possible that the final framework will 

contain a default implementation for some common database such as MySQL 

or PostgreSQL. This will allow for a deployment without writing a database 

connector, but may require fixed table names in the database. 

 

4.2. HSM Integration 
HSMs (Hardware Security Module) are a way to improve security, by 

encapsulating certain functions, such as signing and encryption, in tamper-proof 

hardware and under strict access rules requiring dual control and 2-factor 

authentication. This prevents a hacker from accessing sensitive material such 

as cryptographic keys and makes it impossible to create uncontrolled copies of 

the keys or even export them in clear text. 

In order to support the usage of HSMs, the cryptographic operations used in the 

various protocols, have been encapsulated in a single class for that purpose. 
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While the framework comes with a standard Java based implementation of 

these cryptographic primitives, a custom implementation of the 

ServerCryptoModule interface can be implemented, replacing the software 

functionality with an HSM based version. The sensitive functionality 

encapsulated in this interface, consists of the following responsibilities: 

• Store keys (Storage of private keys) 

• Store certificates (Storage of public keys) 

• Hashing (SHA-256) 

• Verify signature (SHA256withRSA) 

• Pairing (Perform standard operations in relation to bilinear pairing) 

• Signing (Perform a SHA256withRSA signature)  

• Combining signatures (Combine partial signatures to form a proper 

signature)  

Not all of these methods may require HSM involvement, in particular 

combination of signatures and pairing are not likely to require HSM involvement. 

The reason for using an HSM is to increase the level of security even further by 

having the key material of each partial IdP stored and used securely. Thus, 

even if an adversary gains read access to a partial IdP's database or RAM, it 

will not be sufficient for it to fully compromise, and thus impersonate, that partial 

IdP.  

Distributed signing can be done on a HSM that allows import of a private RSA 

key (share). Concretely, each partial IdP will have their own HSM which they 

each use to generate a public/private key pair. They then give the public key to 

the trusted party that is generating the distributed RSA key used for distributed 

token generation. The trusted party will encrypt (wrap) the private key share for 

each partial IdP under their unique public key (generated in their HSM) and 

send it back. Each partial IdP can then import the encrypted key share into the 

HSM, where it can be decrypted (unwrapped), stored and used securely. This is 

possible since distributed RSA signing is almost syntactically identical to non-

distributed RSA signing as described in the academic OLYMPUS paper, 

PESTO [3]. However, some caveats are present which are described in an 

internal technical document.  

One issue of particular interest is that PESTO supports updates of key shares 

after they have been issued. This can also be achieved securely outside HSM if 

the private key shares are encrypted using an additive homomorphic encryption 

scheme, like unpadded El Gamal. However, if we are working with a HSM 

model that does not support unpadded El Gamal, then this can instead be done 

in plain outside of the HSM followed by import of the updated key share in a key 

ceremony. Even though doing this update in plain outside the HSM is not as 

secure as doing it inside the HSM it will still increase security significantly over 
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not using an HSM. This is because the only point in time where a compromise 

could happen is during key refreshing, which happens rarely and under the 

scrutiny of a multi-party key ceremony, compared to signing of tokens which 

happens continuously on a live system. 

The pairing operation, along with exponentiation in the pairing source groups, 

which is needed for computing the dpOPRF in PESTO are not possible to do in 

the HSM, without programming custom firmware. This is because these 

operations are based on mathematical operations which are currently not 

supported by default by any HSM manufacture to the best of our knowledge. 

Fortunately, we note that a compromise of the key used in the dpOPRF does 

not allow an adversary to directly construct false tokens or learn user's 

passwords even if all such keys are compromised on all partial IdPs. This is 

because PESTO requires knowledge of a user's password in order to construct 

a token signing request that an honest server will accept. So even if the 

adversary has all the servers' dpOPRF keys the adversary must further execute 

an offline attack to find the password of each specific user it wishes to 

impersonate. We thus believe that it is not critical to construct custom firmware 

in order to support this component. 

In the pABC scenario, which relies on PS multi-signatures [12], secret keys are 

involved in unsupported group exponentiations and pairing operations. Each of 

the components of a PS secret key could be stored in an HSM. However, the 

process of key generation cannot be carried out within the HSM as the 

derivation of the public key is done through group exponentiations. Even then, 

executing key generation should be a rare occurrence and no sensitive material 

has to be exchanged between IdPs (thanks to the use of a multi-signature 

scheme), so corruption of the key would be difficult even if it is used outside the 

HSM. 

More worrying is the exposure of the secret key when generating a signature 

share, as the frequency of this process is really high. In addition, an attacker 

that compromised the secret keys of all IdPs could create credentials for any 

attribute values it wanted. Again, the problem emerges from the use of the 

components of the secret key in a pairing group exponentiation. Nevertheless, 

the problem could be mitigated by not exposing each component of the secret 

key for the calculation. Instead, we could calculate the final exponent, which is a 

linear combination that depends on the components of the secret key and the 

message that will be signed, inside the HSM. Although this does not add too 

much security, it would help in case of a compromise of a single signing 

instance. 

 

 

4.3. Deployment 
Once the framework components have been combined in the proper 

configuration, the functionality must be exposed to the client. Since the 
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combination of components is done in Java code, each partial IdP is essentially 

a Java program whose methods must be exposed to the client. A common way 

to do this is to create a REST interface, which is also what the default client 

software assumes. This REST interface can be implemented and deployed in a 

manner of ways depending on the priorities of the concrete application, eg. a 

stand-alone jar with an embedded webserver can be deployed or the interface 

may be deployed as a servlet on a larger webserver. 

The framework does come with an implementation of a basic PESTO partial 

IdP, exposed as a REST interface and deployed using an embedded 

webserver. Building the project using the command 'mvn install' will also 

produce this basic vIdP implementation. The jar can be found in 

'./target/PESTO-IdP-jar-with-dependencies.jar' and may be run using the 

command 'java -jar PESTO-IdP-jar-with-dependencies <port> <id> <tls-port> 

<keystore> <cert store password> <key store password>'. Note that the TLS 

related implementation is very likely to undergo large changes, hence the run 

command will most likely also change.  

Once the PESTO partial IdP servers are running, each must be configured to 

know which keymaterial to use, where the other servers can be found etc. This 

is handled using a REST POST message to the ‘/setup’ endpoint. The message 

is JSON encoded and contains a partial RSA key, secret keys and blinding keys 

for the password verification functionality as well as a list of the other servers in 

the configuration, and could look like the following: 

{"sharedKey":{"modulus":1030245454415288551057093201393029130028325

404597734445958226163954916304521964193725594496047439118659326

545763591094577425712008205750557117083446763581282087479574206

939061541797599603831306193360280220860180145823107359933101925

517458583466208251216309045457103762180641098761485188089200599

33020616440707,"privateKey":22697257174433499259080383212805172346

434738744855926318971014468142198349870294209264901097257946924

722623173416626271773580466529176583512521684033226612286223718

210551387813340499440721387306555938086476766628853031178793793

330009537300142773700212010183832083516929077264351281904365753

977769865302391559,"publicExponent":65537},"blindings":[null,159627475020

683778693334571285099884856511093460413112076115207600015267503

612084840515137339869019110209479795202881667716144341223156673

628302443908492197,148233259212489305681353837635476876602421470

585196278916104576684568419842852502639558824647940540084081895

652423295921003578375571739161369055775260833121],"secrets":[null,136

839910518879980851291050668266169824091427007426492189916728240

158437723978684538814582406499699944874562910436590078131939801

470741278604929641758964237,176228655741129986359935795717898730

507186033534095896327991077879640010563104056236457498123716644

059254218767312381705782000626318807749489443231179839531],"server

Setup":["http://127.0.0.1:9081","http://127.0.0.1:9082"]} 
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Once the servers have all been configured and initialized, they are ready for 

interaction with the clients. 

Similarly to PESTO, there is also a REST interface that includes endpoints (in 

development) related to the issuance of PABC credentials. Setup of the PABC 

module would be done in at the same time that PESTO setup, by making a 

similar request, except using the PABC setup endpoint and using a PABC 

specific JSON message. This message would contain the parameters 

necessary for setup of the P-ABC module, like the set of attribute names.  

 

5. CLIENT-SIDE INTEGRATION 

5.1. Client deployment 
The framework contains a Java based library containing the functionality 

required for a client to interact with an OLYMPUS based virtual IdP setup. The 

following sections give an introduction to the main functionality of the client 

library. In addition to this introduction the JavaDoc documentation may be 

referenced for further detail. 

The main entry point to the framework for a client application, is the UserClient 

Java interface. In particular this interface may be instantiated as a PESTOClient 

class in order to perform authentication according to the PESTO protocol suite 

or a PasswordJWTClient to perform authentication according to the classic 

username + password verification. In addition, other instantiations will be 

added, such as a PabcClient class where token generation is done using the 

PABC functionality.  

The UserClient interface exposes the following method signatures: 

• void: CreateUser(String username, String password) 

• void: CreateUserAndProveIdentity(String username, String password, 

IdentityProof identityProof) 

• String: Authenticate(String username, String password, Policy policy) 

• void: ProveIdentity(String username, String password, IdentityProof 

identityProof) 

 

The UserClient implementations may take relevant parameters as input during 

construction. In the PABC case, a boolean input determines if obtained 

credentials will be kept while they are valid. If that boolean input is false, a new 

credential will be obtained and then discarded for the derivation of each 

presentation token. 
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The createUser method will create a new user account on the vIdP, i.e. relevant 

data will be stored on the servers, attached to the specified username. 

The createUserAndProveIdentity is similar to the createUser method, in that it 

will store key material on the servers. However, in addition to storing the key 

material, the method will also validate the attached identity proof and store the 

contained attributes in the vIdP database. 

The authenticate method will produce an access token. The concrete content of 

this access token will vary depending on the UserClient implementation, i.e. in 

the PESTO case a JWT token may be returned, while the PABC 

implementation will produce a PresentationToken. How the access token is 

produced will also vary depending on the concrete UserClient implementation; 

In the PESTO case an authentication protocol is run with the vIdP. If the 

protocol is successful, the server will generate a signed access token and return 

it to the client. In the PABC case, a valid credential may be stored locally, 

allowing the access token to be produced without interaction with the vIdP. The 

policy parameter determines what the contents of the access token should be, 

e.g. the policy could state that the attributes “name” and “age” should be 

revealed, hence the access token will contain a vIdP attested proof of these 

attributes. Since the framework is still being developed, the exact format of the 

Policy has not been determined, however it should not only allow for revealing 

attributes but also predicates (such as greater than or range inclusion) 

regarding the attributes. 

The proveIdentity method assumes a user account already has been created. 

The method will first authenticate the user against the vIdP and then send the 

IdentityProof to the vIdP for validation. If the user authentication and 

IdentityProof validation both are successful, the attributes contained in the 

IdentityProof will be stored in the vIdP database. 

The client library is currently implemented in plain Java and does not rely 

heavily on non-standard libraries outside of a library for Bilinear pairings, for 

which we use Apache Milagro AMCL [2]. Utilizing the user client to Android 

should therefore be trivial. 

Currently native support for iOS is not planned, however there are tools for 

porting Java applications to iOS. This might be investigated further at a later 

point in time. 

Similarly, the implementation is not currently planned to be ported to JavaScript. 

There are libraries for the required bilinear pairing functionality, so an 

implementation is theoretically possible, but has not been further investigated. 

5.2. Proxy alternative 
If an application is not able to utilize the Java library, i.e. is based on a different 

programming language, and porting the client code is not feasible, it is possible 

to deploy the client code as a proxy server. This would involve creating a small 

Java-based web server, wrapping the functionality of the UserClient interface, 
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and exposing a REST interface instead. This would allow the application to 

utilize the interface using standard web communication.  

This approach does however change the trust model of the client. Rather than 

the password never leaving the client, it will now be transmitted to the client 

proxy, hence a compromised proxy will allow the attacker access to the user’s 

password. This problem is however somewhat reduced: 

• If the proxy is deployed locally on the client, the attacker must 

successfully compromise the client. This will create a security setting 

identical to the no-proxy setup. 

• The proxy application would be very simple, hence doing a secure 

deployment should not be problematic. 

• The passwords are never persisted in the proxy and an attacker will 

therefore only be able to learn passwords as long as the proxy is 

compromised.  

A somewhat similar approach would involve the proxy server to host a 

JavaScript version of the UserClient. While this would allow the application to 

execute the code without needing Java support, it would require the client to 

trust the code delivered by the proxy server (as there is no native support for 

code signing in JavaScript). Essentially making the proxy server the new single 

point of trust. 

While both of these approaches are possible in certain use cases, it does cause 

extra complexity to the overall system deployment. 

6. USE CASE INTEGRATION 

6.1. CFP Integration  
The aim of the Credit File use case is to ease the process of getting some 

financing from a specific financial entity using the information from a financial 

report. The idea is to generate a token containing only the minimal financial 

information required for that particular entity and without any data that could be 

used to identify the user. The entity determines the required information 

(attributes) for a specific financing service or product and the required attributes 

are stored, at the financial entity, in a database catalogue accessible via API. 

The financial report has to be generated in advance because it is a complex 

process that involves the interaction of several actors. The report has to be 

signed first by the CTI organisation to guarantee the integrity of the information 

and then by the user with a qualified certificate confirming that the information 

belongs to her or him 

The user selects a service or product from an entity and authenticates through 

an external ID IdP (e.g. national ID service), using a qualified certificate. Once 
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the financial report has been generated, encrypted and stored, if required,  in 

the user’s device, the following steps take place: 

1. Using the CFP app, the user provides a username and a password. 

These are used together with the identity proof, which in this case is the 

public part of an X.509 certificate, as parameters to invoke the method 

Olympus.userclient.createUserAndProveIdentity(username, password, 

identityProof).  

2. The OLYMPUS vIdP validates the certificate and creates a new user 

account and marks the identity as valid. The server then stores the 

relevant attributes in its database.  

3. The CFP app gathers the financial statement (the signed XML document 

previously stored in the user's device) and calls 

Olympus.userclient.proveIdentity(username, password, financial 

statement) 

4. The server validates the signature on the XML document using the public 

part of the X.509 certificate sent earlier and the public certificate of the 

CTI organisation. Then, the relevant attributes with their values from the 

financial report are added to the user account.  

5. The list of the attributes to reveal id decided by the entity and it depends 

on the specific service or profile that has been selected and its specific 

documentation requirements. This information is defined for the entities 

and also stored in the CF database. From there, using an API, the CFP 

app gets the list of attributes to reveal. This gets translated and used as 

input to Olympus.userclient.authenticate(username, password, policy / 

attributes to reveal). 

6. Once the client method is executed, a token is generated with the 

information of the revealed attributes that represent all or only a part of 

the defined relevant attributes. This token contains only the financial 

information required for the entity and no personal data is included here, 

e.g. Only “income=55000, employmentYears=4” or something similar. If 

the PABC protocol is used, a credential is issued in addition to the token. 

This credential may be stored in the user's device and allows for later 

offline use.  

7. This token is sent to the entity and the entity evaluates the user’s 

information. The entity can accept or deny the user’s request and, if the 

request is approved, the user can send his or her identity to the entity. In 

that case, the unique ID and ID proof of the user is sent to the bank. 
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6.2. MDL Integration 

The aim of the mDL use case is that a user can be verified (i.e. age verification, 

address verification etc) by a third party maintaining his privacy using 

anonymous credentials through the vIdP. Similarly to the use case described in 

Section 6.1, this can be achieved by generating a token that contains only the 

minimum required information and without any data that could be used to 

identify the user. Further details on the use case can be found in Deliverable 

D6.1. 

An mDL holder is a user that possesses a mobile driver’s licence in his device, 
digitally signed by the Issuing Authority of his country. Amongst the data 
contained in holder’s mDL application, a public/private key pair is present and is 
used for mDL authentication process. The public key of this pair is a part of the 
Mobile Secure Object (MSO), which is signed by the mDL Document Signer 
certificate issued by the Issuing Authority PKI. This public key is used for mDL 
authentication (mDL authentication public key). 

When the mDL holder needs to register to the Olympus vIdP, the following 
procedure takes place: 

1. The mDL app gathers username & password and makes a request for 
registration, providing the mDL authentication public key to the server. 

2. The server sends a token to the mDL app, in order to be signed. 

3. The mDL app signs the received token with the mDL authentication 
private key and sends the encrypted token back to the server. 

4. The server decrypts the received token, using the public key it got from 
step 1. If the decrypted token matches the token that was sent in step 2, 
server accepts the registration of the user. Steps 2-4 are not actually part 
of the Olympus vIdP, but are necessary in order to be able to verify the 
authenticity of an mDL. 

5. The mDL app sends the user driver's licence number and calls 
Olympus.userclient.proveIdentity(username, password, driver licence 
number) in order to attach the user info to the user account. Then the IdP 
can request the driver licence information from the external mDL 
database, as described later in this section. 

6. The server validates the signature made from the user credentials and  
adds a linking between the user account and the mDL info, stored in the 
external mDL database. 

 

Next the verification process continues as follows: 

7. When the mDL holder wishes to reveal part of his info to a verifier, the 
verifier asks from the holder the pieces of information that needs to be 
revealed. If the mDL holder accepts to reveal them, then the mDL holder 
app sends the appropriate attributes as input to 
Olympus.userclient.authenticate(username, password, policy / attributes 
to reveal) 
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8. The method call gets executed by the userclient and an access token 
containing the revealed attributes is returned. This token is anonymized 
in the sense it only contains attributes specified in the “reveal list”, eg. 
Only “name=John, dateOfBirth=1980-01-01” or something similar. If a 
PABC based vIdP issuer and client is used, a credential may be stored 
locally, allowing steps 7 and 8 to be performed when the client is offline. 

9. The mDL app sends the token to the mDL reader in order to verify the 
user info. 

 

 

Figure 3 The mDL flow 

 

During the aforementioned procedure, the vIdP might need to communicate 
with the external mDL database in order to acquire user info. In order to achieve 
that, the vIdP may utilise the REST API this database provides and establish a 
connection based on the OAuth protocol. Upon login operation, the vIdP shall 
be granted a Bearer Token that should be used in any subsequent REST 
request to the mDL database Web API. Each time the vIdP needs to get info 
about a specific Driver Licence, it shall perform a request to the resource 
server, providing the acquired token. This is done by instantiating the vIdP using 
a REST client based custom implementation of the Storage interface. 
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Figure 4 Accessing the remote database 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

This document has described how it is possible to integrate an application with 

the OLYMPUS framework. The description has shown how it is possible to use 

the vIdP as part of an OAuth/OIDC or SAML based architecture, requiring only 

changes on the IdP and to some extent the client entities, making the service 

providers oblivious to the choice of (v)IdP. 

The document has shown how to technically modify the software in order to 

persist data and integrate with HSMs on the IdPs, as well as how the framework 

allows different cryptographic protocols to be used, oblivious to the application 

client software. 

Finally, the document has shown how the framework is to be used in connection 

with the two use cases of the project. Demonstrating how the APIs can be used 

and how the modular approach of the vIdP server allows various instantiations 

depending on the concrete application. 
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